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(54) Complexity-adaptive scalable decoding and streaming for multi-layered video systems

(57) Adaptive decoding and streaming multi-layer
video systems and methods are described. The decoding
systems comprise a base layer decoder and one or more
enhancement layer decoders. The streaming systems
comprise a base layer packetizer and one or more en-

hancement layer packetizers. A decoding adaptor con-
trols operation of the base layer and/or enhancement lay-
er decoders. A packetizing adaptor controls operation of
the base layer and/or enhancement layer packetizers.
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Description

FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to multi-layered video systems. More in particular, it relates to complexity-
adaptive scalable decoding and streaming for multi-layered video systems.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In recent years, several applications and systems have emerged that consider multi-layer approaches for the
delivery of video media. Such applications or systems may include SNR or resolution, or temporally scalable systems,
but also multi-view or 3D/stereo video, bitdepth and high dynamic range (HDR) applications among others. Such appli-
cations or systems may demand significant compute resources for decoding, or may be affected by bandwidth variations
in a network during delivery.
[0003] The delivery of stereoscopic video has been a long-held goal of content providers. Recent innovations in display
technology, such as 3D capable DLPs [see reference 1, incorporated herein by reference in its entirety] and plasma
displays such as those by Mitsubishi and Samsung, have increased the urgency of developing efficient techniques for
delivering stereoscopic video.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004]

FIGURES 1A and 1B show a system overview of a 3D video decoding framework.
FIGURES 2A and 2B show block diagrams of a scalable decoding architecture in accordance with the teachings of
the present disclosure.
FIGURE 3 shows a full decoding mode (FDM-0) in accordance with an embodiment of the disclosure.
FIGURE 4 shows the picture’s decoding dependency.
FIGURE 5 shows a further decoding mode (FDM-1) in accordance with the disclosure.
FIGURE 6 shows another decoding mode (FDM-2) in accordance with the disclosure.
FIGURE 7 shows yet another decoding mode (FDM-3) in accordance with the disclosure.
FIGURE 8 shows a skip simplification of the decoding mode of FIGURE 7.
FIGURE 9 shows a still further decoding mode 4 (FDM-4) in accordance with the disclosure.
FIGURE 10 shows a skip simplification of the decoding mode of FIGURE 9.
FIGURE 11 shows a scalable decoding algorithm in accordance with the teachings of the present disclosure.
FIGURE 12 shows a high level language procedure illustrating the mode of operation of the teachings of the present
disclosure.
FIGURE 13 shows a block diagram of a scalable packetizing architecture in accordance with a further embodiment
of the disclosure.

DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE EMBODIMENTS

[0005] According to a first embodiment, an adaptive decoding multi-layer video system is provided, comprising: a base
layer decoder; one or more enhancement layer decoders; and a decoding adaptor connected with the base layer decoder
and the one or more enhancement layer decoders, the decoding adaptor controlling operation of the base layer decoder
and the one or more enhancement layer decoders.
[0006] According to a second embodiment, a method for adaptive decoding of a multi-layer video system is provided,
comprising: reading video information; selecting a decoding mode among a plurality of decoding modes for the video
information based on decoding time of previously decoded video information; decoding the video information of one or
more layers of the multi-layer system in accordance with the selected decoding mode; updating the decoding time of
the previously decoded video information after each decoding; and repeating said reading, selecting, and decoding if
further video information is available.
[0007] According to a third embodiment, an adaptive multi-layer video server adapted to send video packets to clients
over a network is provided, comprising: a base layer video packetizer; one or more enhancement layer video packetizers;
and a packetizing adaptor connected with the base layer video packetizer and the one or more enhancement layer video
packetizers, the packetizing adaptor controlling operation of the base layer video packetizer and the one or more en-
hancement layer video packetizers.
[0008] Further embodiments of the disclosure are provided in the specification, drawings and claims of the present
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application.
[0009] FIGURES 1A and 1B illustrate an overview of decoding systems where a base and an enhancement layer
decoder are shown. An exemplary architecture employing the decoding system of FIGURE 1A is the Stereo High Profile
(SHP) of the MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 standard. This profile is a special case of the Multiview Video Coding (MVC) extension
of MPEG-4 AVC that adds stereo video coding support in the standard specification. See, for example, reference 2,
incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. An exemplary architecture employing the decoding system of FIGURE
1B is Dolby’s Frame Compatible Full Resolution (FCFR) system. See, for example, US Provisional Patent Application
61/170,995 filed on April 20, 2009 for "Directed Interpolation and Data Postprocessing" and US Provisional Patent
Application 61/223,027 filed on July 4, 2009 for "Encoding and Decoding Architectures for Format Compatible 3D Video
Delivery", both of which are incorporated herein by reference in their entirety. In MPEG-4 AVC SHP, each view is stored
in a separate layer. The base layer of Dolby FCFR stores half the number of samples from each view and may be
constructed by different interleaving methods, such as checkerboard and side-by-side interleaving among others. The
enhancement layer provides the remaining information of the two views (the other half samples for each view). The
decoding system will combine the pictures output from both layers to generate two views in full resolution.
[0010] In the system of FIGURE 1B, a reference processing unit (RPU) is shown. The RPU processes the output
picture from the base layer to generate a high quality reference that may be later used for motion-compensated prediction
of the enhancement layer. A post processing unit, also shown in FIGURE 1B, may also be included. In a 3D application
example, the post processing unit can produce the full resolution pictures of each view by combining the output of the
two decoders.
[0011] Embodiments of the present disclosure are directed to complexity-adaptive decoding and streaming techniques
as later discussed with reference to FIGURE 13. As already mentioned above, such techniques can be used, for example,
for real-time playback and streaming of 3D video coding systems on a variety of platforms ranging from high-end to low-
end processing systems. The teachings of the present disclosure can also be applied to other, similar scalable solutions
such as 3D solutions presented by companies such as Sensio and Real-D, or other solutions that employ similar scalable
concepts. The person skilled in the art will also understand that the teachings of the present disclosure are not to be
restricted to 3D applications only but could involve quality scalability systems, bit depth scalability, including high dynamic
range scalable solutions among others.
[0012] Further applications of the present disclosure are directed to seamless video streaming across heterogeneous
and varying networks such as those described in references 3-5, incorporated herein by reference in their entirety.
[0013] According to several embodiments of the present disclosure, a complexity metric and an adaptation mechanism
are provided. FIGURES 2A and 2B show a decoding adaptation module which controls operation of the base layer
decoder, RPU and enhancement layer decoder. In the embodiment of FIGURE 2A, a base layer decoder and one or
more enhancement layer decoders are shown. In the embodiment of FIGURE 2B presence of an RPU is also taken into
account.
[0014] In particular, for each of the base layer decoder and enhancement layer decoder, the decoding adaptation
module is able to enable a full decoding mode, a simplified decoding mode, or even enable skipping of that decoding
mode altogether. Similarly, for the RPU, the decoding adaptation module is able to enable full filtering, partial filtering
or skipping of the RPU step altogether.
[0015] The decoding adaptation block of FIGURES 2A and 2B is adapted to receive feedback from all other blocks,
such as base decoder, enhancement decoders, and RPU. The information passed to the decoding adaptation block can
include information about the decoding complexity, dependencies between blocks or coding units (through bitstream
analysis or metadata that may even exist in the bitstream), as well as information about power usage and video quality.
Quality considerations may include distortion introduced up to now and possible distortion if certain decisions are taken
later on. All such information is processed in the module to perform the decoding adaptation in order to decide which
module should be affected and how much. Similar considerations can be made with reference to the streaming embod-
iment (including network characteristics), as later discussed with reference to FIGURE 13.
[0016] In the examples shown in the following paragraphs, six different decoding modes with different complexity are
considered. However, the person skilled in the art will understand that any number of different decoding modes can be
considered. While the examples of the following figures show one enhancement layer and an RPU, the person skilled
in the art will understand that the RPU is optional and more than one enhancement layer can be provided, if desired.
[0017] FIGURE 3 shows a first example of decoding mode, where the most computationally complex mode (also called
full decoding mode) is applied both to the base layer and the enhancement layer. Such mode will be referred to as FDM-
0 throughout the present disclosure. The picture quality will degrade when using the fast decoding modes, with, however
a controlled quality loss.
[0018] FIGURE 4 shows the picture dependency in the decoding process. As an example, disposable bi-predictive
pictures (B) depend on predictive pictures (P) but are not used as references and therefore, any errors that occur in
decoding such pictures will not affect the decoding process of other pictures. P pictures may be used as reference
pictures for succeeding P pictures and B pictures. The error in a P picture will propagate to following P and B pictures
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dependent on it, and, even worse, this kind of error will propagate within a whole Group of Pictures (GOP). Note here
that B coded pictures can be disposable but may also be used as references for motion-compensated prediction (denoted
as RB pictures in this illustration). The same is also true for intra-coded (I) or uni-predictive-coded pictures (P). While in
past coding standards I and P were always used as references and B pictures were deemed disposable, in MPEG-4
AVC/H.264 this is no longer the case. Any type of picture may be signaled as disposable.
[0019] The images between two intra (I) coded pictures, that can usually be independently decoded, are commonly
considered as belonging into a single GOP. In MPEG-4 AVC, intra coded pictures may have to be Instantaneous Decoder
Refresh (IDR) pictures, or be signaled as Random Access Units. As a result, for the illustrated example coding structure,
a P picture is more important than a B coded picture. Similar dependencies may exist when using hierarchical coding
structures with fixed or adaptive GOPs.
[0020] Therefore, in accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure, an attempt will be initially made
to reduce the decoding complexity of disposable pictures. If the decoding speed is still slower than the target decoding
speed and the decoding complexity of the current reference picture is higher than a given threshold, then the decoding
complexity of the reference picture will be reduced, depending also on its impact to future pictures in the GOP. The
decoding mode can also be determined based on a higher level, such as GOP level instead of only picture level. In other
words, instead of making decisions one picture at a time, the system can make decisions at the GOP level or for every
N pictures at a time. That is, the decoder (or server in the streaming case later explained in FIGURE 13), can evaluate
its complexity capabilities (or network bandwidth in the streaming embodiment) and immediately make decisions that
affect all these pictures in the current GOP. That is, it may say that deblocking could be skipped for all enhancement
layer pictures, or that there will be no decoding of enhancement layers for all pictures in the GOP (or not transmit any
enhancement layer info for the streaming case of FIGURE 13), or even analyze the dependencies in the GOP and based
on that determine which pictures should be decoded fully, or partially (and at what level) or not at all. In such case, the
decisions are done at a global level. However, this does not exclude additional refinements that could be done also at
a local level (picture or slice). Therefore, the process can be local, global or a combination of local and global.
[0021] FIGURE 5 illustrates a second decoding mode, less complex than the FDM-0 mode, referred to herein as FDM-
1 mode. According to such mode, decoding at the enhancement layer is simplified. By way of example, the deblocking
process of non-reference pictures (usually B pictures) can be simplified or even eliminated. For example, the deblocking
process can be simplified by using simpler deblocking filtering mechanisms than the ones specified by the system,
simplifying or disabling the deblocking process of only certain color components, or even simplifying or disabling the
deblocking process for only certain slices.
[0022] Decision on when and how to modify the deblocking process can depend not only on complexity but also on
how quality is affected for the picture. The decision could be based on information about the picture or group of pictures
collected during decoding. By way of example, the decision could be based on the motion of the picture or slice, or based
on signaled information such as metadata that provide hints to such process in the bitstream.
[0023] Using the FDM-1 mode shown in FIGURE 5, the decoding process is sped up compared to FDM-0 at the cost
of usually a small picture quality loss. Because this mode only affects disposable non-reference pictures, the error due
to this simplified decoding process will not propagate to subsequently decoded pictures.
[0024] FIGURE 6 shows a simpler decoding mode compared to FDM-1, which will be referred to as FDM-2. According
to such mode, decoding at both the base layer and the enhancement layer is simplified. By way of example, the deblocking
process of a non-reference picture both at the base layer and the enhancement layer is simplified or even skipped. Even
though this may result in some further distortion in the enhancement layer, because of the alteration of the reference
provided by the RPU, as well as some distortion in the base layer, there will be no resulting drift during decoding since
such frames are not used as references of any other pictures. It should be noted that the simplification method for the
base and enhancement layers can be different and can be any one of the simplification methods discussed above with
reference to FDM-1.
[0025] The decoding methods FDM-1 and FDM-2 shown in FIGURES 5 and 6 can be used if the decoding speed is
slightly lower than the target speed.
[0026] FIGURES 7-10 will show two additional fast decoding modes (called FDM-3 and FDM-4) that can result in
further simplification of the decoding process.
[0027] FIGURE 7 illustrates the decoding mode FDM-3, where the enhancement layer is simplified through additional
simplification of its residue decoding process when decoding non-reference or disposable pictures. The residue decoding
process includes sub-processes such as entropy decoding, inverse transform and inverse quantization. Therefore, there
are different ways by which such process can be simplified, by simplifying one or more of the above sub-processes.
Additionally, the residue decoding can be simplified for different slices, where each slice can use a different simplification
method based on metadata or analysis.
[0028] In a particular embodiment, the entire residue decoding process can be skipped, as shown in FIGURE 8. In
this case, the output of the RPU process will be taken as the output of enhancement layer. In case of 3D video coding,
the decoder will produce the full resolution picture by multiplexing together the output of the base layer and the output
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of the RPU unit in a post-processing step.
[0029] The decoding mode FDM-3 will introduce some additional distortion since some high frequency signal stored
in the residue part of the compressed bitstream will not match that at encoder side. However, no error propagation will
occur. Moreover, the error can be well controlled in embodiments where metadata are used to help the simplification
methods, or if the simplification method is content adaptive. For example, the quality distortion of the residue decoding
process simplification can be measured at the encoder side based on slice level, and this information can be embedded
in the bitstream as metadata. At the decoder, the decoder can make a decision to enable certain simplifications or not
according to the distortion information. Instead of distortion information, the dependencies between different slices or
pictures could also be provided, while the distortion information could just be an estimate of potential distortion that could
be introduced to the bitstream if a simplified decoding method is considered. In the streaming embodiment later discussed
in FIGURE 13, error control can occur by not signaling certain information.
[0030] In a different embodiment, only certain slices in a picture can be selected for decoding, or decoding of all slices
in parallel can be started and stopped after a certain time has passed or after a certain number of macroblocks in these
slices have been decoded. For the remaining regions that have not been decoded, the signal from the RPU can be used
instead, as shown in FIGURE 8.
[0031] FIGURE 9 illustrates a further decoding mode, referred to herein as FDM-4 mode. According to such embod-
iment, the RPU process, the enhancement layer decoding (such as residue decoding and deblocking) and the post-
processing of non-reference pictures at the enhancement layer can be simplified. In particular, the simplification process
could involve using a different interpolation filter than the one specified, not decoding some macroblocks that use
expensive subpixel positions and reverting to the RPU processed signal, not decoding macroblocks that use bi-prediction
or weighted prediction etc. The simplification can work on each sub-process or each slice. The RPU process can also
be simplified by either using different filters than the ones specified. For example, a shorter filter could be used instead
of a longer filter, 1D filers could be used instead of 2D filters, fixed filters could be used instead of an explicit filter and
so on. These filters can be selected for the entire picture, regions (different filters can be signaled in the RPU for different
regions), or even at the color component level.
[0032] FIGURE 10 show a special case of the embodiment of FIGURE 9, where the RPU process, residue decoding
process and deblocking process are skipped. The FDM-4 process could also be extended to the base layer, assuming
that the enhancement layer has already been completely skipped and that the base layer belongs to a non-reference
picture.
[0033] The simplification processes shown in the above figures and embodiments can also be extended to reference
pictures as well, in case the use of one or more of the above embodiments does not, still, result in sufficient decoder
complexity or desirable streaming functionality. A decoding mode extending the above embodiments to reference pictures
will be referred to herein as FDM-5. This is the fastest decoding mode and can be used on the base layer, enhancement
layer or both. In such case, bad artifacts may occur if the simplifications are not done in a controlled manner. Consid-
erations, for example, of where a picture is in the GOP, and how far and by how much the quality will be impacted due
to any decoding simplifications, as well as the implications in complexity and streaming, can significantly help in the
selection of the process that should be applied to this picture, if any. A picture, for example that is near the end of the
GOP, even if it is a reference picture, could be more easily sacrificed than other pictures early on in the GOP since its
quality will not propagate to too many pictures. Moreover, it is desirable to act on reference pictures in the enhancement
layer (through simplification or skipping) before affecting reference pictures in the base layer.
[0034] In particular, when the current picture is a reference picture, the decoding complexity of such picture will be
estimated, as later explained in subsequent paragraphs, in order to reduce the quality loss as much as possible, while
at the same time the increase in decoding speed is maximized.
[0035] Once the decoding complexity of such picture is known or estimated, if there is no side information to indicate
the picture’s distortion (provided through, e.g., metadata), the decoding process can be handled as follows. If the estimated

complexity of the decoding process of such picture is lower than a first threshold meaning that the complexity

is low enough for the decoding capabilities of systems, then no changes occur in the decoding process. Otherwise if the

estimated complexity is higher than the first threshold but lower than a second threshold  meaning that the

complexity is neither too low nor too high, then an initial simplification of the decoding process occurs, such as simplification
of the deblocking process. If, on the other hand, the complexity is higher than the second threshold

 then a further simplification occurs, such as simplification of the residue decoding process and deblocking

process.
[0036] The above described embodiments have been described at the picture level. However, different embodiments
can be provided, where all of the proposed decoding modes can be applied, for example, at the slice level, which is a
sub-picture/region level. Application at the slice level can occur both for reference and non-reference pictures. The above
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mentioned thresholds used for the reference pictures can be computed based on previous observations during the
decoding of the bitstream, the average time that one budgets for decoding a picture and how much time is available for
the current picture to ensure that decoding will happen without exceeding this budget, and so on.
[0037] Additionally, if desirable, a system may decide to group multiple pictures together and perform such decisions
for these pictures jointly, instead of considering a single picture or slice at a time. The savings in complexity by skipping
or reducing decoder complexity for multiple pictures could result in savings that could be used for other pictures, which
may have a much more important impact in subjective quality than the current one. The decision of whether to skip
multiple pictures or not could be based on picture similarity which could be provided in bitstream metadata, or even
inferred given bitstream information such as motion vectors that may be available in the bitstream. If, for example motion
vectors of two subsequent pictures are similar, then it is known that these pictures would also be similar and can be
simplified (e.g. skipped) together using similar methods.
[0038] An embodiment of scalable decoding procedure that controllably applies the above described simplifications
is shown in FIGURE 11. A decoding mode is initially set after reading of a picture. An example of how to set the decoding
mode will be illustrated with reference to FIGURE 12, later described. If the selected decoding mode is the fastest
decoding mode FDM-5, which provides simplification of reference pictures as well, as described above, the decoding
complexity is also estimated. As already noted above with reference to the description of the decoding mode FDM-5,
estimation of the decoding complexity and later comparison with threshold parameters allows a controlled selection of
which simplifications to perform inside such decoding mode. The slice, picture, or GOP is then decoded according to
the selected decoding mode. The average decoding time is then updated in accordance with equations that will be
described later. The process is then repeated until decoding is terminated.
[0039] Turning now to FIGURE 12, an example of a decoding mode setting algorithm to be used in accordance with
the disclosure will be described. If the average decoding time (DecTimeAvg) is greater than a first threshold T0, the
decoding complexity will be reduced by changing the decoding mode to a simplified version (DecMode = DecMode +1).
If the average decoding time is greater than a second threshold T2 (T2 > T0), which means that the current decoding is
quite slow, the decoding mode is set to the least complex one, such as the FDM-5 mode discussed above (DecMode
= FDM_5). If the average decoding time is not greater than threshold T0 and less than threshold T1, which means the
decoding is fast enough, the decoding complexity will be increased to ensure better picture quality. If, on the other hand,
the average decoding time is not greater than threshold T0 and not greater than threshold T1, the previously used
decoding complexity will be kept (Keep the DecMode).
[0040] In the following paragraphs, four equations will be discussed for a better understanding of the processes involved
in FIGURES 11 and 12. Equation (1) will describe how the average decoding time is updated in the flow chart of FIGURE
11. On the other hand, equations (2) - (4) will describe how decoding complexity is estimated.
[0041] In particular, Equation (1) describes an example of how the average decoding time DecTimeAvg can be updated.
α is the factor that controls the updating speed, which can depend on the length of Group of Picture (GOP). By way of
example, α can decrease with a longer GOP. 

[0042] Turning now to the estimation of decoding complexity step of FIGURE 11, such process can be comprised of
two parts.
[0043] In the first part, the complexity of the RPU process is estimated. Such complexity depends on the filter type
and area of partition and can be calculated, for example, by Equation (2). The complexity of RPU processing of the
entire picture is the sum of the complexity of all partitions. 

[0044] The second part deals with the estimation of the residual decoding complexity. Such estimation depends on
the number of coded bits and the slice type and can be calculated by Equation (3) through estimation, for example, with
a lookup table. Such table can be built for the decoding times of different slice types with same size taking into account
previous decoding statistics. 
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[0045] The overall complexity can be estimated in Equation (4) where the results of equations (2) and (3) are taken
into account and where β is a weighting factor that corresponds to the ratio of the complexity of the RPU process
compared to the whole decoding process. It is measured on the basis of gathered statistics. 

[0046] Metadata information, signaled for example using an SEI (Supplemental Enhancement Information) message,
MPEG-4 or MPEG-2 transport or program layer user specified messages or through other mechanisms can be used to
provide side information about the distortion impact of a slice, picture or GOP. Such additional information may be useful
to determine possible simplifications in the control of mode FDM-5 as described above. For example, the decoder can
receive a measure of the quality of each slice or picture, and/or picture dependencies, and the impact any decoder
simplification may have to the quality or complexity as metadata. Given this information, the decoder can determine
even for reference pictures, how the decoder simplification process will be performed by first impacting slices that will
result in only small distortion, while also having significant impact on overall decoder complexity. Decision could be
distortion- or complexity- based only, but could also be based on a joint decision, e.g. using a Lagrangian optimization
method.
[0047] It should be noted that in the example of FIGURE 12 the SetDecodingMode algorithm only specifies performance
based on timing and does not account directly for quality. Further embodiments are possible, where quality can be more
directly controlled. For example, if two methods result in similar decoding time savings, the one resulting in lower distortion
could be selected. Alternatively, all modes that would result in a complexity reduction of at least N% could be considered,
they could be jointly evaluated, and the one that results in the best performance J = D + λC could be selected, where
D is introduced distortion, C is complexity and λ is the Lagrangian multiplier.
[0048] Additional information, such as to where it is safe or not to perform any simplification, GOP and prediction
relationships, etc can also be provided. Information on the complexity of a picture can also be provided through metadata.
However, in some cases complexity may have to be calculated, or refined (over the presence of metadata) by analyzing
the bitstream.
[0049] Although embodiments of the present disclosure take into account complexity estimation processes, such
processes can still be lower in complexity than performing a full decoding operation.
[0050] In particular, an estimate of complexity at the slice level can be derived by first examining the number of bits
such slice occupies. If that is not sufficient, partial or complete entropy decoding only can be performed. Doing so, allows
determination of the header information bits vs the texture bits. If the bitstream comprises a large number of header bits,
meaning the presence of a large number of motion vectors, that would suggest that too much processing may have to
be performed for motion compensation and even deblocking if enabled in the bitstream. On the other hand, if the texture
information is significant, then that may suggest that a large amount of time may have to be spent during decoding for
the transform and quantization process.
[0051] The above described complexity analysis can affect any layer and any modes discussed in the present disclo-
sure.
[0052] If further information is needed, just motion information of the video can be decoded, without performing the
full motion compensation process, to obtain a better estimate of the decoding complexity of the picture. If this is deemed
satisfactory, then the full decoding of the picture follows, otherwise all remaining decoding steps can be skipped or
simplified as discussed earlier.
[0053] The teachings of the present disclosure can be used for real time decoding and streaming of 3D video coded
images on different platforms, such as low end platforms. They can be used, for example, on a video decoder, playback
device, and also within some display devices that are capable of displaying high resolution stereoscopic views.
[0054] The teachings of the present disclosure can also be used in video streaming servers considering network
transmission bandwidth and the client’s decoding capability. A generic depiction of the process occurring in a video
streaming server is shown in FIGURE 13.
[0055] In a streaming application, similarly to what discussed with reference to the previous figures, the server will
adapt the packetizing process according to the feedback including packet loss ratio and delay from clients while trying
to keep the best quality for the clients. Packetizing refers to the process of splitting the data to be delivered into small
units and encapsulating each unit into a formatted block whose format is friendly for network transmission, such as an
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IP packet. Traffic information is provided by the client back to the adaptation module on the server side. When the packet
loss ratio is quite low, the server will send all packets of all layers. If, on the other hand, the packet loss ratio is increasing
but still low, then the server will first discard the enhancement layer packets on disposable slices. The server will then
discard the base layer packets on disposable slices if packet loss ratio is still increasing, and discard enhancement layer
packets on non-disposable slices further. Therefore, in the application of FIGURE 13, instead of adjusting the bitstream
for decoder complexity, only some packets are signaled to the client (thus reducing the overall bit rate and load of the
network) while considering the same dependencies in the bitstream. The streaming or packetizing adapter of FIGURE
13 can receive information from the server itself (either independently from the clients or after processing client infor-
mation) and/or from the client or clients.
[0056] According to an embodiment of the disclosure, the server can also select to discard information that could result
in some small drift or "errors" during decoding. This could be signaled to the client as metadata. Furthermore, given this
knowledge, on the client side the client can try (if possible and/or desired) to correct these errors. The server may know
the abilities of the client (or even clients in a multi-cast environment) and allow such scenarios to happen based on the
knowledge of these abilities. By way of example, a Lagrangian cost can be provided where the parameters may include
network bandwidth, quality of each client, power consumption (if relevant), and so on.
[0057] Embodiments of the present disclosure are also provided, where the architecture of FIGURE 2 on the decoding
side is combined with the architecture of FIGURE 13 on the server side.
[0058] Some embodiments of the present disclosure focus on techniques of adapting bitstreams to achieve seamless
video delivery and best user experience across different platforms and systems primarily in the context of stereoscopic
video solutions. However, the person skilled in the art will understand that the concepts presented here could apply to
other similar systems as well, such as High Dynamic Range (HDR)-like scalable systems, or multiview coding.
[0059] The methods and systems described in the present disclosure may be implemented in hardware, software,
firmware or combination thereof. Features described as blocks, modules or components may be implemented together
(e.g., in a logic device such as an integrated logic device) or separately (e.g., as separate connected logic devices). The
software portion of the methods of the present disclosure may comprise a computer-readable medium which comprises
instructions that, when executed, perform, at least in part, the described methods. The computer-readable medium may
comprise, for example, a random access memory (RAM) and/or a read-only memory (ROM). The instructions may be
executed by a processor (e.g., a digital signal processor (DSP), an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), or a
field programmable logic array (FPGA)).
[0060] All patents and publications mentioned in the specification may be indicative of the levels of skill of those skilled
in the art to which the disclosure pertains. All references cited in this disclosure are incorporated by reference to the
same extent as if each reference had been incorporated by reference in its entirety individually.
[0061] It is to be understood that the disclosure is not limited to particular methods or systems, which can, of course,
vary. It is also to be understood that the terminology used herein is for the purpose of describing particular embodiments
only, and is not intended to be limiting. As used in this specification and the appended claims, the singular forms "a,"
"an," and "the" include plural referents unless the content clearly dictates otherwise. The term "plurality" includes two or
more referents unless the content clearly dictates otherwise. Unless defined otherwise, all technical and scientific terms
used herein have the same meaning as commonly understood by one of ordinary skill in the art to which the disclosure
pertains.
[0062] Various aspects of the present invention may be appreciated from the following enumerated example embod-
iments (EEEs).
[0063] EEE 1. An adaptive decoding multi-layer video system comprising:

a base layer decoder;
one or more enhancement layer decoders; and
a decoding adaptor connected with the base layer decoder and the one or more enhancement layer decoders, the
decoding adaptor controlling operation of the base layer decoder and the one or more enhancement layer decoders.

[0064] EEE 2. The system of EEE 1, further comprising:

one or more processing modules providing the one or more enhancement layer decoders with filtered predictions
from the base layer decoder, wherein the decoding adaptor further controls operation of the one or more processing
modules.

[0065] EEE 3. The system of EEE 1 or 2, wherein the decoding adaptor controls operation of the base layer decoder
and the one or more enhancement layer decoders based on information gathered from one or more of the base layer
decoder and the one or more enhancement layer decoders.
[0066] EEE 4. The system of any one of the previous EEEs, further comprising a post processing module, wherein
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the decoding adaptor controls operation of the base layer decoder and the one or more enhancement layer decoders
based on information gathered from the post processing module.
[0067] EEE 5. The system of EEE 4, wherein the post processing information contains coding time information related
to the base layer decoder and the one or more enhancement layer decoders.
[0068] EEE 6. The adaptive decoding multi-layer video system of any one of the previous EEEs, wherein the decoding
adaptor controls operation of the base layer decoder and/or one or more enhancement layer decoders by simplifying
operation of the base layer decoder and/or one or more enhancement layer decoders.
[0069] EEE 7. The adaptive decoding multi-layer video system of EEE 6, wherein the base layer and one or more
enhancement layer decoders each comprise a residue decoding module and an in-loop filtering module, and wherein
simplification of the base layer decoder and/or one or more enhancement layer decoders occurs by simplifying or
eliminating one or more of the residue decoding module and an in-loop filtering module of the base layer decoder and/or
one or more enhancement layer decoders.
[0070] EEE 8. The adaptive decoding multi-layer video system of any one of the previous EEEs, wherein the operation
of the base layer decoder and the one or more enhancement layer decoders is controlled with reference to one or more
of images, portions of images, slices, sequences of images and groups of pictures (GOP).
[0071] EEE 9. The adaptive decoding multi-layer video system of EEE 8, wherein the decoding adaptor controls
operation of non-reference images and/or reference images.
[0072] EEE 10. The adaptive decoding multi-layer video system of any one of the previous EEEs, wherein the decoding
adaptor controls the operation of the base layer decoder and the one or more enhancement layer decoders on the basis
of complexity estimates.
[0073] EEE 11. The adaptive decoding multi-layer video system of any one of the previous EEEs, wherein the decoding
adaptor controls the operation of the base layer decoder and the one or more enhancement layer decoders on the basis
of average decoding time.
[0074] EEE 12. The adaptive decoding multi-layer video system of any one of the previous EEEs, wherein the decoding
adaptor controls the operation of the base layer decoder and the one or more enhancement layer decoders on the basis
of decoded quality estimation.
[0075] EEE 13. The adaptive decoding multi-layer video system of EEE 10, 11 or 12, wherein the decoding adaptor
further controls the operation of the base layer decoder and the one or more enhancement layer decoders on the basis
of metadata information.
[0076] EEE 14. A method for adaptive decoding of a multi-layer video system, comprising:

reading video information;
selecting a decoding mode among a plurality of decoding modes for the video information based on decoding time
of previously decoded video information;
decoding the video information of one or more layers of the multi-layer system in accordance with the selected
decoding mode;
updating the decoding time of the previously decoded video information after each decoding; and
repeating said reading, selecting, and decoding if further video information is available.

[0077] EEE 15. The method of EEE 14, wherein the decoding time of previously decoded video information is an
average decoding time.
[0078] EEE 16. The method of EEE 14 or 15, wherein the plurality of decoding modes comprise a fastest decoding
mode, the method further comprising, when the fastest decoding mode is selected:

estimating decoding complexity of the fastest decoding mode.

[0079] EEE 17. The method of EEE 16, wherein a decision on which layer of the multi-layer system to decode in the
fastest decoding mode is based on the estimated decoding complexity of the fastest decoding mode.
[0080] EEE 18. The method of EEE 17, wherein a decision as to whether to use simplified decoding for one or more
layers of the multi-layer system is also based on the estimated decoding complexity of the fastest decoding mode.
[0081] EEE 19. The method of EEE 18, wherein the decision is further based on image quality considerations.
[0082] EEE 20. The method of EEE 14 or 15, wherein the video information comprises non-reference picture information
and reference picture information, the method further comprising, when a decoding mode of video information comprising
reference picture information is selected:

estimating decoding complexity of said decoding mode.

[0083] EEE 21. The method of EEE 20, wherein a decision on which layer of the multi-layer system to decode in said
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decoding mode is based on the estimated decoding complexity of said decoding mode.
[0084] EEE 22. The method of EEE 21, wherein a decision as to whether to use simplified decoding for one or more
layers of the multi-layer system is also based on the estimated decoding complexity of said decoding mode.
[0085] EEE 23. The method of EEE 22, wherein the decision is further based on image quality considerations.
[0086] EEE 24. The method of any one of EEEs 14-23, wherein said video information comprises: pictures, portions
of pictures, or series of pictures.
[0087] EEE 25. The method of EEE 24, wherein the portions of pictures are slices and the series of pictures are a
group of pictures (GOP).
[0088] EEE 26. The method of any one of EEEs 14-25, wherein the multi-layer system comprises a base layer and
one or more enhancement layers.
[0089] EEE 27. The method of EEE 26, wherein the multi-layer system comprises reference processors adapted to
communicate decoding information from the base layer to one or more of the enhancement layers.
[0090] EEE 28. The method of EEE 14, wherein:

the plurality of decoding modes differ from each other based on the amount of simplification of decoding operations
to be performed on one or more layers of the multi-layer system, and
the selecting of the decoding mode occurs by comparing an average decoding time of previously effected decoding
operations with a target threshold.

[0091] EEE 29. The method of EEE 28, wherein the selecting of the decoding mode is selected between: keeping a
previously selected decoding mode, selecting a faster decoding mode, and selecting a slower decoding mode.
[0092] EEE 30. The method of EEE 28 or 29, wherein the selecting of the decoding mode also depends on image
quality considerations.
[0093] EEE 31. An adaptive multi-layer video server adapted to send video packets to clients over a network, com-
prising:

a base layer video packetizer;
one or more enhancement layer video packetizers; and
a packetizing adaptor connected with the base layer video packetizer and the one or more enhancement layer video
packetizers, the packetizing adaptor controlling operation of the base layer video packetizer and the one or more
enhancement layer video packetizers.

[0094] EEE 32. The video server of EEE 31, wherein operation of the base layer video packetizer and the one or more
enhancement layer video packetizers is controlled through decision of which packets to send or not send over the network
through the base layer video packetizer and the one or more enhancement layer video packetizers.
[0095] EEE 33. The video server of EEE 31 or 32, wherein control of the packetizing adaptor is based on server-
generated information.
[0096] EEE 34. The video server of EEE 31 or 32, wherein control of the packetizing adaptor is based on client-
generated information.
[0097] EEE 35. A video processing architecture, comprising the video server of EEE 31 and the decoding system of
EEE 1.
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Claims

1. An adaptive multi-layer video server adapted to send video packets to clients over a network, comprising:

a base layer video packetizer;
one or more enhancement layer video packetizers; and
a packetizing adaptor connected with the base layer video packetizer and the one or more enhancement layer
video packetizers, the packetizing adaptor controlling operation of the base layer video packetizer and the one
or more enhancement layer video packetizers based on client-generated information.

2. The video server of claim 1, wherein operation of the base layer video packetizer and the one or more enhancement
layer video packetizers is controlled through decision of which packets to send or not send over the network through
the base layer video packetizer and the one or more enhancement layer video packetizers.

3. A video processing architecture, comprising the video server of claim 1 and a decoding system, the decoding system
comprising:

a base layer decoder;
one or more enhancement layer decoders;
a decoding adaptor connected with the base layer decoder and the one or more enhancement layer decoders,
and
a post processing module connected with the base layer decoder and the one or more enhancement layer
decoders whereby the outputs of each of the base layer decoder and the one or more enhancement layer
decoders are provided as inputs to the post processing module, the post processing module configured to
combine the outputs of each of the base layer decoder and the one or more enhancement layer decoders;

the decoding adaptor adapted to control operation of the base layer decoder and the one or more enhancement
layer decoders based on information gathered from the post processing module, wherein, for each of the base layer
decoder and the one or more enhancement layer decoders, the decoding adaptor is adapted to control the operation
of the respective decoder by selecting a decoding mode to be carried out in the respective decoder from among a
plurality of decoding modes.
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